WHAT DOES IT TAKE TO WAKE PEOPLE UP?
And to Stop them Denying Facts and Listening to the Lies…
The Trinity doctrine is a creation of Satan and was brought into Christendom by the Catholic Church
more than 200 years AFTER the Bible was written to steal souls from the kingdom. The souls lost will
be anyone deceived enough to follow the Papal Church and Satan’s creation. Such people typically
just ASSUME.
The Bible was in fact written by Jews and the Jews have NEVER believed in the Trinity doctrine and
they have NEVER taught the Holy Spirit is a third god.
NOT in the beginning and still NOT today. Not ever!
So how can the authors of the Bible be referring to a third god when they have NEVER taught or
believed that ever?!
And yet most are so indoctrinated with the lie they will ignore this fact also.
So brainwashed in fact the deceived say “GOD THE SON” and “GOD THE HOLY SPIRIT” and yet
the Bible NEVER EVER uses these phrases. Not EVER! These phrases came from the CATHOLIC
CHURCH, not the BIBLE !
As for the Adventist Church.
God raised the Adventist Church as non-Trinitarian since God obviously does not allow Satanic
doctrines from Babylon in His Church. The Trinity doctrine was slowly brought into the Adventist
Church long AFTER the death of Ellen White and the pioneers by a suspected Jesuit who is also a
known Freemason.
He did this by searching for any quotes Ellen White wrote that could be misunderstood on their own if
you did not bother to look at what else she wrote and let SOP explain SOP.
And yet again, most are so indoctrinated with the lie they will ignore this fact also.
The indoctrinated and prejudiced will deny every fact and will respond with a variety of ignorance.
And we wonder why most are going through the wide gate.
The intelligent people will ask questions and will want to learn and see if this is true.

